In vivo membrane topology of Escherichia coli SecA ATPase reveals extensive periplasmic exposure of multiple functionally important domains clustering on one face of SecA.
The Sec-dependent protein translocation pathway promotes the transport of proteins into or across the bacterial plasma membrane. SecA ATPase has been shown to be a nanomotor that associates with its protein cargo as well as the SecYEG channel complex and to undergo ATP-driven cycles of membrane insertion and retraction that promote stepwise protein translocation. Previous studies have shown that both the 65-kDa N-domain and 30-kDa C-domain of SecA appear to undergo such membrane cycling. In the present study we performed in vivo sulfhydryl labeling of an extensive collection of monocysteine secA mutants under topologically specific conditions to identify regions of SecA that are accessible to the trans side of the membrane in its membrane-integrated state. Our results show that distinct regions of five of six SecA domains were labeled under these conditions, and such labeling clusters to a single face of the SecA structure. Our results demarcate an extensive face of SecA that interacts with SecYEG and is in fluid contact with the protein-conducting channel. The observed domain-specific labeling patterns should also provide important constraints on model building efforts in this dynamic system.